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THE ASSOCIATION
FROM THE PRESIDENT
We are nearly halfway through our
celebration of GA150, the anniversary of the founding of the
Geologists' Association, in 1858.
There have been special lectures,
field trips, and other events in the
regions, notably those that continue
our shared programme with the
Geological Society, the 'local heroes'
initiative.
Coming up are more such events,
and especially the 'Festival of
Geology' at University College
London
at
the
beginning
of
November, and the great Gala Dinner
at the very end of October. You can
find more information about these
events
elsewhere
in
the
GA
Magazine.
We have had many detailed discussions about the future of the GA what we do well, and what we can do
better. We have been given many
good ideas in the area of publications, geoconservation, education,
and funding, and we will begin to roll
out a programme of new activities in
these areas.
This has all been
against a backdrop of plans to develop the 'Proceedings' as a world-beating journal, and to see it as an asset
of which the Association may be justly proud. As John Crocker mentions,
in his Report from Council, the development of the PGA under ReedElsevier means we will run a one-day
mini-conference each year on a controversial topic in the earth sciences,
and present papers from these meetings in the Proceedings. More on that
in the next issue.
This is my last letter as President of
the GA - our new President - Dr
Danielle Schreve, a member of staff
at Royal Holloway begins shortly. She
has been distracted over the last few
days by the birth of her first child, a
bouncing son named Thomas, and
weighing 7 lb 3 oz, born on May 6th.
Many congratulations to her, and best
wishes for her term of office as
President.

Report from Council
The March Council meting is where
we review the financial year. The
Auditor and the Treasurer present the
accounts for the year to Council for
their consideration before they are
included in the Annual report. The
accounts were approved with thanks
for Prof. Leake and Mr Whiteley for
the work involved. The May meeting
continues the financial theme as at
this meeting the Treasurer presents

the budget for the following year.
Thanks to the change of publisher the
cost of the PGA is reduced which
meant that a balanced budget could
be presented although there are a
number of financial uncertainties in
the coming year. The biggest problem
with the GA financies is the loss of
membership. All members are
encouraged to promote the GA
and increase membership without which it will not be possible
to balance the budget in future
years.
The Festival of Geology this year is
at UCL and the organising committee
produced a poster - see back page and plans are well under way to produce a Festival as good as the last
one at UCL.
The venue of the Grand Dinner
before the Festival has been finalised
- the Pompadour Room at the Café
Royal - see page 22 For details.
One of the consequences of changing the publisher of the PGA is that
the GA has been given money to
organise an annual conference. There
was much discussion on the type of
conference, the sort of topics, how it
should be organised etc.
It was decided that there would be
a special meeting of Council in May to
consider the future direction of the
GA. There was a wide ranging discussion considering what things the GA
does well, what our objectives should
be, where we can go, what service
we should offer to members and the
wider community. etc. The report of
the meeting will be a basis for future
developments.
In order to monitor the transfer of
publishing the PGA, Council thought
that it would be advantageous if the
members of the Council who had
made the decision to make the transfer and had been involved with the
arguments for the change should
remain on Council for the following
year. Although a Special General
Meeting was proposed to facilitate
this it was realised that, by co-opting
retiring members, the Rules of the
Association could be satisfied and the
SGM was not necessary.
Council considered the Geological
Society's statement on creationism
and gave it their approval. From further discussion on how the GA should
combat creationism it was agreed
that the GA should show that they
are against it but no decision was
made on how this could be done.

John Crocker
General Secretary
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Curry Fund Report
At its March meeting, the Curry
Fund received six new applications
for regular grants and two special
small grant applications for help
towards displays at the GA's 150th
Anniversary Festival of Geology
Celebrations in November this year,
at University College London. In addition, there were a number of outstanding items discussed under
Matters Arising.
Berkshire RIGS was awarded a
grant of £930 towards the cost of a
web site. The Museum of Jurassic
Marine Life receives £634 for the cost
of leaflets advertising
a Jurassic
Marine exhibition at Lulworth Cove.
This is part of a big fund-raising programme for a permanent museum to
house Steve Etches world renowned
collection of Kimmeridge Clay fossils.
£450 was awarded to Richard Porch
for producing a booklet on the origins
of the Pennant Sandstone used as
cladding on the front of the new
National Waterfront Museum in
Swansea. Sheffield Galleries &
Museums Trust was granted £3,000
for information boards at Wadsley
Fossil Forest. The History of Geology
Group receives £325 towards the
cost of publishing abstract booklets
for delegates at its forthcoming conference on Dinosaurs. A loan of
£2,000 (repayable within two years)
was
awarded
to
Scarborough
Borough Council for producing a
booklet (for sale) on the William
Smith Geology Trail.
Special Small Grants were awarded
jointly to the British Micromount
Society and Norfolk Mineral & lapidary Society of £100 and to
Warwickshire
Geological
Conservation Group of £200 for displays for the Festival of Geology.
Of the five outstanding items, a
grant of £1,800 was awarded to Peter
Hoare for OSL dating of glaciofluvial
sands in north Norfolk and Lancashire
RIGS received £1,400 for publication
of a geological guide to The Jumbles.
The remaining three were deferred
pending supplementary information.
The opportunity for further applications for the Special Small Grants for
the 150th Anniversary Festival of
Geology remains open until the June
meeting of the Curry Fund only. We
look forward to hearing from you
and, of course, to seeing you at the
Festival in November.
Susan Brown
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July Meeting
What’s under our feet and how do
we best use and protect Britain’s
subsurface
Professor John Luddon
Executive Director
British Geological Survey
Friday July 4 2008
Geological Society, Burlington House

Piccadilly, W1V 0JU
at 6.00 p, tea at 5.30 pm
It is the increasing public awareness
of the environment that brings the science undertaken by the British
Geological Survey (BGS) into the public
eye. The Survey is the nation's principal
supplier of objective, impartial and upto-date geological expertise and information for decision making for governmental, commercial and individual
users. We maintain and develop the

nation's understanding of the rocks,
soils and groundwater that make up the
subsurface, to improve policy making,
enhance national wealth and reduce
risk. An important part of what we do
involves communicating our geological
knowledge to a variety of stakeholders
and the general public.
The BGS was created in 1835 as the
Geological Ordnance Survey and the
Geological Survey Act in 1845 provided
the Survey with a legal framework
designed "to facilitate the Completion of
a Geological Survey of Great Britain and
Ireland." One could ask why, in more
than 150 years, this has not been completed? In fact the entire digital coverage of Britain should be complete by
about 2012. However this coverage
underpins a plethora of geological information that is essential for our day to
day living. It is the translation of the
geological map into knowledge for society that is the most important role of
the survey. In addition, the needs of the

country have shifted from being dominantly resource based in the 19th and
most of the 20th century to being dominated by environmental issues in the
21st century.
The BGS is a valuable national
resource. It is unique among the geological surveys of the world in having
both a broad applied geo-environmental research programme, and working
under a mixed funding profile involving
NERC core funding, contracts from
national and international agencies and
from industry, and income from data
licensing. It plays a central role in providing scientific information not only for
decision-making for government, but
for also for horizon-scanning. By means
of strategic partnerships with universities and other leading geo-environmental research bodies, the Survey will
develop as the focus of applied geological research in the UK, and as a leader
of this science on the European and
international scene.

November - Festival of Geology - UCL November 1 & 2
- see rear cover
October Meeting
From the depths: how stalagmites
reveal Quaternary climatic history
Ian Fairchild,
University of Birmingham
Friday October 3 2008
Geological Society, Burlington House

Piccadilly, W1V 0JU
at 6.00 p, tea at 5.30 pm
The human race has always been
both victim and aggressor in relation
to changing environmental conditions,
but only now are we getting to grips
with the complex processes involved.
A clear understanding of long-term
change has come primarily through
studies of sediments in the deep
ocean and cores through the major ice
sheets, forming a framework to which
the myriad of more fragmentary and
less definitive records can be related.
Caves are known as treasuries of
archaeological data, but they have
also been thought of as complex environments unlikely to yield records of
widespread significance. The search
for better climate proxies on land, as
well as a series of advances in technology has transformed this situation.
The study of calcareous cave
deposits (speleothems) began seri-
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multiproxy study and can be supplemented by work
on trace elements
and,
i n c r e a s i n g l y,
fluid inclusions.
Caves are complex
environments however,
and
adjacent
drips
feeding
the growth of
stalagmites may
differ
significantly in their
characteristics
and hence the
nature of the
record that is
preserved.
A
Sectioned stalagmite
way of concepfrom southern Spain
tualizing
this showing annual layercomplexi- ing and growth hiatusty is to
refer to a physiology of the cave
environment and to understand
its functioning through detailed
monitoring. It becomes clear
that annual variations in air
composition and quantity and
quality of dripwater occur and
can allow seasonal variations to
be interpreted. One is inspired
to proclaim: Stalagmites Richly decorated cave
onwards and upwards!
(Grotte de Clamouse),

ously in the 1970s and has accelerated greatly in the last 10 years. Their
huge potential to generate palaeoenvironmental records over timescales
from 10-2 to 106 years is becoming
realized.
New speleothem records
from China provide the definitive
account of global change over the last
two glacial cycles and an Italian cave
is yielding a similar quality of record
for the past 1 million years.
One
attraction
of
studying
speleothems is the enormous variety
of types of information that can be
used as a proxy for past environmental conditions. The rate of growth can
be related to external climate, and a
particularly fine record at annual resolution of the last 1000 years has been
generated from Scotland. Stable isotopes of carbon and of oxygen are
normally essential components of a
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Awards 2008 & President’s Address 2 May
Barabar Butler
receiving the Halstead
medal from the
President

Trevor Greensmith this year’s recipiant of the
Fullerton Award

Exceptional Preservation of skin and feathers in birds and dinosaurs from
Liaoning, China - Presidential Address
Mike Benton marked the end of his Presidency in style, ly was.
with an account of his visit to China in 2007, witnessing the
It is now believed that feathers were acquired quite early
astonishing and cumulative advances made there in in the Jurassic - long before Archaeopteryx and the theroCretaceous palaeontology, from 1990. The Jehol Group, pod dinosaurs. Evidently the functions of the early feathernow established as early Cretaceous, that had previously ing were more for insulation and display (particularly noting
yielded only three fairly humble species, suddenly present- the evidence of colouration) rather that the more obvious
ed well-preserved specimens with skin and feathers, in function of flight.
astonishingly copious quantities.
Flighted birds became very common in the higher
The formation is mainly lacustrine, with interlayers of Cretaceous, and among over 3,000 specimens was one
well-dated ash. A spectacular resident was a bird recently waiting to break out of an egg, while another had an undinamed suitably as Eoconfuciusornis, just 20M younger than gested fish in its stomach. Electron microscopy has
Archaeopteryx, and it shows an intermediate stage in the revealed, as well as details of feather structure, skin flakes
improvement of bird flying capabilities.
that were (it was said with a twinkle in the eye) evidently
In one location, some 2000 examples had been found, and examples of early dandruff. Amid all this abundance,
a museum has been built over the site. From another site Professor Benton risked seeming ungrateful by the noncame two lampreys, an unexpected find. Alerting the local appearance, so far, of feathers actually projecting through
farmers, who moonlight very efficiently as collectors, soon skin - and for that matter, amongst all that skin and feathwhistled up 20 more. It now seems that
ers, no preserved guts!
any known specimen can be provided to
Mammals are also represented,
order, from these sources.
with many that are very rare elseFive groups of plants are well reprewhere.
These
include
a
sented, including what in 1998 had been
Repenomamus found with a small
thought the earliest angiosperms, until
dinosaur in its stomach (Mammal
the group was re-dated from the
eats Dinosaur - That's News!), and
Jurassic. Amphibians are plentiful. Mike
Eomaia - which is the earliest preshowed beautiful examples of frogs,
served marsupial.
salamanders and tadpoles, in unpreceThe astonishing degree of preserdented states of preservation. Reptiles
vation can be explained by the
are well represented by turtles and
extremely wide lacustrine area
lizards, though intriguingly, there are no
experiencing seasonal anoxia, so
snakes. There was a frisson of excitethat in the periods of stagnation
ment when he reported that many of the
corpses were inundated, and surpterosaurs had well-preserved hairs.
vived because no predators could
An embryo in an egg was impressive
visit them.
enough, but among the dinosaurs the
Professor Benton summarised
stakes
were
definitely
raised:
that this spectacular Chinese work
Sinosauropteryx carried instead of
filled a time gap, and did so with a
scales, a crest of bristles, with a disvery diverse flora and fauna. The
cernible striped pattern on its tail, sugenormous scale of these findings
A sensational new photograph of the much vaunted
gesting that it might have been coloured.
over the last 20 years has caused us
Eoconfuciusornis
Three species of dromaeosaurs presented
to significantly change our viewmore complex feathers. Caudipteryx
point. He had his audience on the
showed an elaborate cladding that was not yet flight feath- edge of their seats throughout the lecture, which he delivers. A Microraptor was further caparisoned, with feathers on ered with his customary clarity and wry humour, and after
all four wings, clothed, as Mike suggested in his inimitable robustly dealing with questions, he made his farewells and
way, like a Red Indian Chief - these could not have enabled closed the meeting on behalf of the incoming President, who
flight, though gliding might have been possible. He assert- was at that time in the maternity ward
ed that the question of whether T-Rex was feathered,
seemed to be settled, as its ancestor there, Dilong, certain-

Tony Iles
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A HISTORY OF THE GEOLOGISTS’ ASSOCIATION
FIELD GUIDES (1958-2008)
The Field Guides are a valuable contribution to the overall work of the Geologists’ Association in linking the interests of both professional and amateur geologists.
In the 1958 Centenary Volume summarising the history of the Association over the preceding 100 years G.S.
Sweeting, the editor, compiled with the assistance of four
other distinguished geologists, J.F. Kirkaldy, C.J.
Stubblefield, H.H. Read and G. Wilson, some 63 pages on
what they considered to have been the important contributions to the Proceedings. Comments on other publications warranted only 2 pages in which were several indicators that could be regarded as significant in pointing
the way towards the then and future publishing policy of
the G.A. In his summary Sweeting noted that a Record of
Excursions was published in 1891 in which all the field
excursions held by the Association between 1860 and
1890 were classified by districts and counties. The work
was 571 pages long and was illustrated by over 200 sections and maps. 500 copies were printed at a price of 12s.
6d. and only 133 remained at the end of the first year of
publication. There were only 517 Association members in
those days. Excursions and field meetings of variable
length were then, and to some extent still are, considered
as the ‘backbone of the Association’. The sign of things to
come was probably the issue in 1885 of an explanatory
pamphlet to the geology of Belgium and the French
Ardennes. This was compiled by the joint leaders of the
excursion Professors Gosselet and Bonney and comprised
59 pages of description and 3 maps and was issued in
advance to members attending.
One of the principal tasks recognised by the founders of
the G.A. from the very beginning was to encourage and
promote geology particularly with regard to its demonstration in the field. It was also appreciated that any field
meeting reports, subsequently generally published in the
Proceedings, should be designed to enable an individual
member to visit and examine (unconducted) any particular area. Describing specific routes and indicating the best
localities for collecting fossils and minerals were all part of
the vision. As Derek Ager said in the 1958 Centenary
Volume ‘it is especially important that localities should be
accurately pin-pointed (with grid references) so that, in
the absence of a complementary field excursion and in
years to come, persons interested in geology can always
examine for themselves the exposures or utilise the
recorded information’.
A Jubilee Volume – Geology in the Field – published in
1910 and edited by H.W. Monckton and R.S. Herries constituted another milestone in which 29 authors illustrated
the work done by the Association on its excursions in
England and Wales. It contained 34 chapters and was
illustrated by 32 plates and 138 text figures. Although
there was an intermittent publication of pamphlets dealing with specific field meetings at about this time and
onwards, distributed mainly to participants, it was not
until the 1934 Norway excursion that anything substantial
was produced, although Norway had been the subject of
a field meeting report earlier in 1912 . The 1934 pamphlet
ran to 71 pages, with 23 plates and text figures and a
pocket was provided containing a duplicate set of plates
and tables for use in the field.
So, it is easy to infer what the thinking was behind the
Council decision, in the run-up to Centenary in 1958, to
organise a whole series of field meetings to classic coastal
and inland areas in Britain, the latter including the envi-
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rons of University cities, and in addition produce a wide
range of guide books supplementing the meetings. At that
time, there were very few readily available field guides
perhaps one of the best and most popular being a private
publication Geology of the Appleby District by H.C. Versey
of the University of Leeds first issued in 1941. So, there
was potentially some scope for and even kudos to be
gained by the Geologists’ Association, in publishing such
guides. Other geological societies were clearly thinking
along similar lines and the Geological Society of Glasgow

Guide No.1 2nd edition. The earliest creamcoloured form, 27 pages long.Note the price
but ignore the faulty proof-reading

in 1958 published a Geological Excursion Guide to the
Glasgow District by Douglas Bassett, 104 pages long and
costing 7 shillings and six pence. The Geologists’
Association guide authors, in the manner of Bassett, were
expected to describe specific routes and localities illustrating them by sketch maps and other diagrams. The initial often difficult task of contacting and engaging authors
in this enterprise for the first two years fell into the capable hands of the General Editor A.K. Wells, someone of
firm purpose and considerable experience, having been
editor of the Proceedings from 1924-1932. However, and
unsurprisingly, the number of printed guides issued in
1958 itself did not match expectations. This was because
the authors were mainly professional academic and
Survey geologists, the outstanding exception being the
distinguished amateur Dennis Curry, and needed time to
compile the material into a satisfactory form. Some of the
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persons who did apparently meet the target year,
although there was total inconsistency in printing the
publication dates on the guides themselves to be
absolutely certain, were D.Curry & D.Wisden No.14
Geology of some British Coastal Areas: The Southampton
District, J.K.Charlesworth and J.Preston No.18 Geology
around University Towns: North-East Ireland. The Belfast
Area, Percy Allen No.24 Geology of the Weald: The
Hastings Beds, and J.F. Kirkaldy No.29 Geology of the
Weald. The numbering of these earliest produced guides,
now out of print or superseded as with many of later vintage, is intriguing as it suggests that it was not based on
the time of submission of the manuscript but on some
pre-established numbering system. This compares with
the present system where numbering, apart from revisions and reprints, is strictly on a first come first served
basis. The retail price of these guides in old money is also
staggering by modern standards. The Kirkaldy guide was
priced at two shillings and sixpence (members 2
shillings), the Belfast guide at three shillings, the
Southampton guide at 2 shillings (members one shilling
and sixpence) and later guides such as the 1959 Pitcher
et al. No.30 The London Region, three shillings and sixpence (members 3 shillings), these prices including
postage. These prices have to be put into time context of
course and it needs to be appreciated that most of these
guides were 30 pages or less in length. The Annual
Subscription to the G.A. in those days was only one
pound. It is interesting that Serge Tomkeieff in his preface to another relatively early guide the No.32 Isle of
Arran (price 4 shillings in the 1969 2nd edition) stated that
‘the main purpose of the Geologists’ Association Guides is
to provide information and not explanation. To provide
explanations …..would completely alter the character and
price (my underlining) of the Guide’. Probably his judgement was right on price at the time of publication but I
doubt if his assessment of the main purpose of a guide
would go down too well with many users now who would
undoubtedly prefer at least a little bit of explanation of
the significance of what they are looking at.
The print-runs of these thin guides with cream covers
is not recorded but probably ran to about 300-500 copies
and in that period they were printed invariably by
Benham and Company at Colchester.
During the time of A.K. Wells, 1958-1960, some 6 or so
guides emerged and the authors concerned were, or
would eventually become, some of the star performers in
British geology. Apart from those mentioned earlier they
included Charles Downie on No.9 The Area around
Sheffield, Dick Owen and Frank Rhodes on No.17
Swansea, South Wales, Michael House on No.22 The
Dorset Coast from Poole to the Chesil Beach (in later editions this was re-titled the Geology of the Dorset Coast),
W.F. Whittard on No.27 South Shropshire and H.H. Read
on No.31 North-East Scotland: the Dalradian.
The period 1960-1969 saw a great upsurge in guide
production under the initial editorship of George Raine
followed by S.W. Hester. Some 16 emerged which were of
considerable diversity. They extended from Mallaig, Skye,
Mull and Arran, via the Cheviots, the Yorkshire Coast,
Snowdonia, the Welsh Borderland, the Cotswold Hills,
Dartmoor, South Devon to the London Area with many
bits in-between. Again many distinguished authorities
gave freely of their time, a random selection being
Kingsley Dunham and Bill Hopkins on the No.15 Durham
Area, J.G.C. Anderson on No.16 The Cardiff District,
Malcolm Brown et al on No.20 Tertiary Igneous Geology
of the Isle of Skye, David Williams and John Ramsey on
No.28 Snowdonia and John Hemingway on No.34 the
Yorkshire Coast. The price structure remained steady

throughout this time between 2 shillings (1/6d members)
for the Cardiff and 4/6d (4/-) for the Isle of Skye guides
the former being 16 pages and the latter 37 pages long.
It is hardly surprising that some current members of the
G.A. rue the loss of such types of guides, especially their
price.
The popularity, and therefore sales, of certain guides
both for individuals and geological party leaders was now
becoming more evident. The guides to No.32 Arran,
Snowdonia, South Shropshire, and the Yorkshire Coast,
areas of outstanding beauty and geological interest, were
all revised in the late 1960’s and their appeal has not
diminished subsequently. The Arran guide moved into a
considerably enlarged 2nd edition, from 35 to 104 pages
and with different authors, W.S. McKerrow and F.B.
Atkins, in 1989 and was reprinted in 2000. South
Shropshire passed through a 2nd edition in 1968 (T.Dean)
and again into a much enlarged 116 page 3rd edition
with different authors , M.Allbutt, J.Moseley, C.Rayner
and P.Toghill, in 2002. The best-selling Yorkshire Coast
guide, originally 34 pages long, eventually passed
through a 2nd (1992)(Rawson and Wright) and 3rd (2000)
edition, 130 pages long. Likewise, the ever-popular
Dorset Coast, guide which started life at 21 pages in 1958
eventually progressed to 164 pages in 1989 with a reprint
in 1993, and No.2 The Lake District guide (G.H. Mitchell)
42 pages long in 1970 progressed to 213 pages in 1990
with 16 individual authors, a considerable feat of co-ordination by Frank Moseley. It was reprinted in 1997.
There are several points to be made about the above
data. Firstly, the marked increase in length as the years
rolled on mainly reflecting the accumulation of a vast
amount of new detailed information which the authors
wished to impart to users of the guides. Secondly, the
concept that the guides could become a valuable up-todate resource for people of all levels of understanding,
individuals and geological field parties, wishing either to

Guide No.21. The earliest form with part colour covers, 99 pages long.
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extend their stay in an area for several days, in which
case several separate itineraries were desirable feature,
or for those wanting a day or week-end geologising giving them a choice, a selection of possibilities from which
to choose; very necessary considering the British weather, access or tidal problems.
With Joe Capewell as editor the 1970’s saw the deletion
of a printed price on the covers, the insertion of a Code
of Geological Fieldwork, albeit in a somewhat embryonic
form, and the introduction of colour covers for the first
time, an attempt to improve the rather drab outer
appearance of the cream guides. The experimental forerunners in the last respect were No.21 The Lewisian and
Torridonian Rocks of North-West Scotland by Tony Barber
et al., with a foreword by John Sutton and Janet Watson,
and No.38 The Plymouth Area by D.M. Dobson both
appearing in 1978 and printed by Scottish Academic
Press. Coloured covers were considered to be a success
and all guides from 1989 onwards carried them beginning
with the 2nd editions of the Isle of Arran and The Lake
District guides.
Over the next decade from 1980 to 1990 George Raine
and Carol Lister took over the helm seeing through the
press some 5 brand new guides and 5 further editions or
reprints, several of the latter still with cream covers but
ornamented on the front by appropriate line-drawings,
as with No.40 Anglesey (1981).
By 1990, with the encouragement of the then current
editor Carol Lister, the thinking about guides took another fundamental step forward with the issue of the splendidly illustrated No.42 Isle of Mallorca (Jenkyns, Sellwood
& Donovan) and No.43 Costa Blanca (Moseley). The basic
premise was that these were two very popular holiday
areas, were easy to get to, had a wealth of relatively
cheap accommodation and had good road systems, all
backed-up by excellent geology. The fact that more and
more British and collaborative European geologists, and

Guide No.43. One of the first overseas guides with full page colour covers. 79 pages long.
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Guide No.22, 2nd edition, supported by the Petroleum Exploration
Society of Great Britain. 164 pages long.

hence prospective authors, were now carrying out their
research in foreign fields than hitherto also had a significant bearing on their production. Two-tone photographs
of rock exposures and even thin-sections of pertinent
rock-types now began to invade some guides, designed to
give a greater level of understanding to users and aid
locality finding. The 1993 edition of the Geology of the
Dorset Coast, carried 40 coloured plates and 39 two-tone
plates, but with an alarming printing cost of £6579 mainly falling on the shoulders of the Geologists’ Association,
although with a very welcome £1000 donation from the
Petroleum Exploration Society of Great Britain. It was
very clear from then onwards that the funding for guides
was going to be an on-going problem and so it proved to
be, arousing great concern at various levels in the
Association. Nonetheless, over the next 17 years some 22
new guides and 6 revisions were published due to the
perspicacity and support of various Treasurers of the
Association especially Bernard Leake and Chris Green of
the Curry Fund. The Curry Fund, whose objects include
support for publications of the Association, granted
£30,000 in 1999 for guide production, the spending in the
event spreading out over several subsequent years, and
English Nature, as it was then, chipped-in with certain
guides to the tune of £1,500. The range of guides thus
supported was considerable covering new areas at home
and abroad untouched by previous guides. They included
the popular No.46 Isle of Man, No.54 The Aberystwyth
District, No.56 The Castleton Area, Derbyshire, No.57 The
Chalk of Sussex and Kent, No.60 Isle of Wight guides and
No.63 The Geology of the East Midlands (partly financed
by the East Midlands Geological Society) plus several others, all rather extensive in length and rather expensive to
produce. However shorter, one-day guides such as No.45
Onny Valley, Shropshire, No.48 Ercall Quarries, Wrekin
Area, Shropshire and No.58 Salthill Quarry Geology Trail
were also produced. The sales of the latter three guides
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Guide No.61. Moving into new areas of geological significance,
supported by the Curry Fund. 79 pages long.

to classical British locations, published over the period
1992-1997, have been moderately successful and maybe
more of such could be published if knowledgeable authors
would step forward and volunteer their services.
The trend towards overseas guides, again so dependent
on appropriate people willing to compile them, continued
along several lines. The more formal products took us to
No.49 Tenerife, No.50 Southern Cyprus, No.52 Iceland
and No.62 Lanzarote but there were also new elements
introduced in Peter Doyle’s No.61 Geology of the Western
Front, 1914-1918 and Ted Rose and Claude Pareyn’s
No.64 Geology of the D-Day Landings in Normandy, 1944.
It remains a mystery why countless school parties and
others traversing these areas at the present day are
unaware of the geological controls, topographical and
lithological, that are fully and simply described in these
two guides, and that had a direct bearing on the travails
suffered by the armed forces at the time. Publicity of G.A.
guides, even with the help of the Geological Society from
their Bath Publishing House where many of our guides are
stored, has never been our strong point, though information now presented on our web-site might improve that
situation. Nonetheless, the income from the guides over
the last 50 years has been well over £60,000.
The progressively increasing printing costs caused by
the escalation of wages in the industry and the rising cost
of paper led at the turn of the century to a reconsideration of how to reduce the financial burden falling on the
Association. One solution proposed and adopted was for a
suitably adept computer operator, preferably from within
the Association and willing to work for next-to-nothing, to
do the setting of incoming manuscripts. Bill French, an old
academic colleague and erstwhile President, volunteered
to do this job and helped to see through the press some

five new and revised guides in doing so saving about 50
per cent of the usual costs. No.65 The Origins of
Stratigraphy, 1719-1801 (John Fuller) and No.66 The
Geology of Watchet and its Neighbourhood, Somerset
(Eric Robinson) fell into this period of readjustment of procedure.
However, in this increasingly computerised age with
more and more people of all ages becoming computer literate it is befitting that even this method of guide production should be constantly under review, and so it has
been recently. In the jargon of the day this is called moving-on. Most authors these days submit their manuscript
copy via disc for comment, editing and approval and it
seems but a small step to take in duplicating their efforts
on disc (CD-ROM). Not only could this keep the production
and retail prices down but it could also allow much more
extensive incorporation within the text of colour diagrams,
maps and photographs, which could then be printed off
for field usage. On the other hand you cannot expect this
possible solution to financial problems to meet with universal approval. A water-proofed pocket-sized booklet, as
published so far, may well be considered more convenient
to carry in the field than separately printed sheets which
are more susceptible to rain. The CD-ROM approach may
also deter some potential authors from contributing, a
very real cause for concern as capable compilers of
guides, who over the last 50 years have been predominantly drawn from the ranks of active or retired academic staff of earth science departments, (though not forgetting a leavening of knowledgeable and enthusiastic amateurs), are already ‘thin on the ground’.
The high technical standard set by the authors of our
guides over the last 50 years needs to be maintained to
ensure that they continue to occupy their special niche,
somewhere between the highly competitive area of holidaymaker-level guides and higher level Geological Survey
publications. Controversial political statements or agendas
have to be eschewed, though not to the detriment of
arguable and purely geological interpretations of field data
and, with newer and cheaper methods of production,
there is every reason to believe that the production of
Geologists’ Association field guides will continue.

Trevor Greensmith
(Guides Editor 1990-2008)
Note from editor. The complete list of Field Guides
and a short descriptiom of each one can be found on
the GA web site.
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The End of a Geological Era
Most Association members will be quite unaware that we national
field
are approaching the end of another geological Era. It occurs excursions (Fig.
with the immediacy of the extinctions at the K-T boundary. 1),
the
ExtraAnd many of our members owe their initial geological inter- Mural
range
ests or expertise to the Period that is currently about to close. extended to venYou might question the existence of such a geological Era, tures
abroad.
one in which your geological capabilities possibly evolved - so George Walker led
let me explain.
the
first
ever
In a few words: the University of London Extra-Mural excursion across
Fig. 1 A day trip to Reigate, Surrey, in about
Department is about to cease further classes or studies in Central Iceland , 1958, and the extra-mural class learns all about
geology. The Department, recently renamed 'of lifelong learn- Derek Ager and I Holaster subglobosus at a small quarry in this
ing', will from September 2008, no longer provide tuition in covered the Alps one-time Chalk zone on the scarp face of Colley
Hill.
geology. This loss should be drawn to members' attention and and the Massif
I will, therefore, recount a little of the detail of the last fifty Centrale; and Cyprus and other international venues were
years of the history of extra-mural geology with which I am also included in the programmes. These programmes were
familiar.
supplemented with long 'Summer
Had it not been for the untimeSchools' in geology at Wye College,
ly death of one of the more distinKent and at Seale-Hayne in Newton
guished G.A. members in 1956, I
Abbot (Fig.2). Courses in geology,
would not have been drawn into
whatever the topic or venue, were
the role of University Extra-Mural
always full and in demand.
lecturer as a mere raw post-gradWith this background, many peruate student. With just two days
sons attending the range of geologinotice I assumed the mantle of
cal courses acquired a significant in
'experienced lecturer' for a course
depth knowledge of the subject.
(at week four) on 'Geology for
Some specialised to become recogArchaeologists' in Central London.
nised experts in specific fields. The
These were the days when the
Extra-Mural Department established
leading Heads of Department of
both Certificate and Diploma proUniversity of London Colleges
grammes to offer examinations in
reserved the responsibilities of
the subject, but large numbers
extra-mural lecturing for either
moved on to seek full-time or partFig 2 An extra-mural party examines the Devonian spilitic
themselves or their senior staff. I
time
degrees in geology. Of these, a
lavas at Chipley, near Newton Abbot in 1969.
was fortunate, therefore, for
considerable number achieved first
these were geologists that I
class honours qualifications to subserevered at the time and still revere today. The close involve- quently proceed to successful post-graduate studies. One of
ment that such experienced professional geologists had with the major Geological Society awards was provided by one of
those in their classes meant that all had important relation- my keen Extra-Mural students, Elspeth Matthews, and others
ships with the G.A., at positions from President to Excursion have similarly tried to return the wealth of experience and
Leader.
happiness that geology has given them in other ways.
By the mid-sixties both the number of courses and students
The Geologists' Association has been a major beneficiary of
had grown, with more than 300 persons attending geology London's Extra-Mural geological activities, for many members
classes each year. Specialized topics were offered in Central first acquired their passion for the subject via that source
London as they (Fig.3). The annual reunion and excursions offer many an
became fashion- opportunity to be re-united with old class associates.
able or appropriSo why the sudden extinction of Extra-Mural geology? The
ate. Titles such as answers are probably as obscure as those given for the
'Aspects of Cosmic changes that occurred at either the Permian-Triassic or
and
Global Cretaceous-Palaeogene boundaries. I can offer the increasing
G e o l o g y ' , cost of fees, suggested at over £300 for twenty class meet'Techniques
and ings for the 2008 to 2009 session - fee escalation which is,
advances
in however, not complemented by an anything like comparable
Applied Geology', increase in the tutors' rates of pay. It might be muted that the
'New Aspects of absence of Head of Geology Departments' leadership or a
S t r u c t u r a l decline in interest in geology nationally might have influenced
Geology', and dif- the cessation of geology. Alternatively, it could be the insisferent
'Recent tence on all attendees being required to undertake examAdvances in……'; inable assignments, which they advise are rarely returned;
each provided by the University's withdrawal of support in the form of insurthe various recog- ance cover for field excursions; an aging population; the
nised experts in young too preoccupied with wage-earning; the lack of approthe fields, proved priate advertising; the computer; or the ease with which limsufficiently attrac- ited geological knowledge can be acquired through the meditive to lure under- um of television and the comfort of an armchair (and I must
graduates and lec- admit as a lecturer I cannot touch the quality of the photogturers from the raphy). I might further propose a combination of all these elevarious
London ments and more which I could list, or has this Era too been
G e o l o g y tainted and finally terminated by a local meteorite impact!
Fig. 3 Easter 1965 and an extra-mural party Departments to the
examines the Permian at Brackenber Moor, near
audiences. At this
Appleby. Seated, Joanna Edwards, who was to
time too, in addibecome GA Secretary
tion to numerous

John F. Potter
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GA Evening Lecture 4 April 2008
“Looking Back Over 150 Years
– A Kind of History”
Dr Eric Robinson
Eric Robinson has achieved the status of a National
Treasure – perhaps even a warm-blooded equivalent of an
SSSI. He took over Librarianship of the GA back in 1959,
and he is still active in so many fields today, it seems that
he has been serving the Association for the full centuryand-a-half. His account of the early years was fascinating
and revealing. He asserted that time has endorsed the
GA’s original aims and that we have been too modest
about declaring its achievements.
Following the technological developments like the Railway
network and the London drainage revolution, the Great
Exhibition in 1851 gave the impetus for the formation of
many new learned societies. This was further enhanced
when the Crystal Palace was transferred to South-East
London, with the addition of the famous dinosaurs, and
also the replication of the Claycross coal seam (recently
renovated). Until then, Eric explained, geology had been
grown within the broader remit of Natural History.
The Association’s origins can be traced to a letter from
one WJ Haywood to J Mackie, editor of “The Geologist”
magazine, expressing the need for an association to cater
for the needs of amateur geologists. From the nature of
the subject they would be very serious hobbyists, albeit
with limited funds, and the already well-established GS
would not be appropriate for their needs. They sought a
Forum for discussion, Field trips - with subsequent
detailed reports (and so also a magazine with an
approachable style to carry them), and a Library with
Books and Maps. Most importantly, it would have to exist
on affordable terms to cater for a “blue collar” membership.
Mackie publicised the suggestion but then could not trace
this WJ Haywood. A highly placed Civil Engineer of that
name subsequently appeared on the membership roll and
it was probably he who had posed as the archetypal
impoverished amateur to crystallise the need and the
opportunity. If it was such a ruse, then it worked.
In the event the founding fathers were far from the blue
collar profile, being mostly well heeled people with influence, administrative expertise and generously available
means although mostly without qualifications in geology,
and in many cases without particular interest in the subject. This was, after all, the age of philanthropy in support
of self-help and broader education.
.
The GA was set up much as suggested. It was recognised
that it would have to be London based but with special
terms for out of town members. Eric pointed out that
women were welcomed from the start – sometimes taking very significant positions but often in unsung supportive roles that ensured the continuation of the organisation. Some very successful initiatives were introduced and
the word “Normally” in the Rules proved vital in allowing
smooth operation.
The Field Trips were very popular generally being led by
professionals
with
appropriate
expertise.
“The

Proceedings” provided popular reports of them - avoiding
“hard words”. Excursions to Folkestone became particularly popular, often in association with Thomas Cooke’s
new travel service. Later Charabanc travel proved very
useful, while the rising popularity of cycling provided an
inexpensive and flexible alternative.
The Association developed political teeth in support of the
campaign to introduce half-day closing – which was relevant to its own activities.
The GA Library was formerly mobile and eventually found
its home at UCL.
WW Watts edited a popular GA publication “Geology in the
Field” in 1907 and in 1950 the Association’s centenary
was celebrated by the appearance of The Buff Centenary
Guides. Eric noted that our Local Groups have now taken
over much of this kind of work. He regretted that excursion reports no longer appeared in the PGA for, while the
GA Magazine gives a fine spread, they are not archived.
He regretted that our bound periodicals can no longer be
borrowed which is very limiting, while at the same time
–even as a former librarian - he recognised that the journal lists show a need for pruning. He confessed that he no
longer took the PGA with his membership package, citing
the increasing prevalence of those “hard words” and the
cost of living, though probably most of all, pressure on
space in retirement.
He closed by mentioning some things of which the GA
could be just justly proud. The Curry Fund does things in
the exact spirit for which the Association was created. He
plucked out as examples the recent purchase of a coal tip
at Writhlington, the South Downs information boards,
Restoration of Prosser’s Nautilus and the ECOS in Frome.
He added that Rockwatch was a superb example of doing
what we are good at – and that it doesn’t actually cost a
lot!
Our March issue had given a useful prelude to Eric’s fascinating lecture with articles by the Erics Freeman and
Robinson covering possible early power struggles and the
challenge of updating the GA’s Fieldwork Codes to meet
contemporary conditions, as well as reproductions of
some of the early documentary records.
At a recent GA council meeting, someone said, in the face
of some particular challenge, “What we really need is ten
Eric Robinsons”. A tantalising thought, but I consider we
are privileged to have the one.
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Geology North of the Humber
A report of the weekend field meeting of Geologists' Association and Hull
Geological Society held 12th to 14th October 2007.
Fourteen people attended the weekend field meeting.
We started off with a talk at the University of Hull to introduce the geology of the area and finalise the details for
the rest of the weekend.
The dominant feature of East Yorkshire is the Wolds. This
crescent of Chalk forms the high ground. Inside the crescent the plains of Holderness consists of boulder clays
from the Ice Ages with some Holocene lake deposits
above. To the north and west are Lower Cretaceous and
Jurassic rocks. The Market Weighton "Structure" has
affects these rocks to the north and south, with younger
rocks being cut out by an unconformity as the "high" is
approached. The older Triassic beds of the Vale of York are
rarely exposed.
The first stop on the Saturday was at Speeton to examine the unique Lower Cretaceous Speeton Clay, which is
subdivided into five parts (A to E) using distinctive belemnites. We walked along almost as far as Speeton Beck and
strolled back looking at the rocks on the way. The exposures were not at their best, but we were able to see the
lower B beds in the slumped cliffs, a beach exposure of
some of the cement stones, the lower C beds and upper
D beds. We looked up at the exposure of the Speeton
Shell Bed, a mass of Quaternary shelly sand high in the
cliff, and there were plenty of erratics to collect.
Many people went to the Ship at Sewerby for lunch and
then we re-gathered on the beach to look at the Sewerby
Buried Cliff. Here an Ispwichian raised beach is covered by
blown sand, chalk "wash" and boulder clay. The section
was the cleanest I have ever seen it; some locals told us
that there had been a storm a fortnight before. We were
able to see most of the sand and chalk wash deposits free
from slumped boulder clays for nearly 200m from the
edge of the ancient cliff.
Several of the party met together for an evening meal
in Hull, receiving regular updates about the Rugby World
Cup semi-final through text messaging!
On Sunday we visited Rifle Butts SSSI first. Here the
Red Chalk rests on Upper Lias rocks near the centre of the
Market Weighton High - the site is important for what is
missing! The Curry Fund of the G A had funded half of
the cost of a shelter, which was erected nearly twenty
years ago, so it was particular pleasing to show the G.A.
members how we had spent the grant. We also viewed
and discussed the recent damage caused to this sensitive
site by a selfish geologist who has been digging along the
unconformity without permission.
The last stop of the weekend was at South Cave Station
Quarry to examine the base of the Ancholme Clays and
the Kellaways beds. Members of the party were able to
find large Gryphaea bivalves, belemnites and other fossils
in the Kellaways Rock at this SSSI.
I would like to thank on behalf of those attending:
Barrie Heaton for helping on the Friday evening; the
geography Department of the University of Hull for hosting the evening; Stuart Jones for co-leading the fieldwork; and Mr Johnson and the Yorkshire Wildlife Trust for
giving us permission to visit the sites.

On the beach at Speeton

Rifle Butts

The shelter at Rifle Butts SSSI partly funded by the Curry Fund
Photo Susan Brown

Mike Horne
Group at South Cave
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Regional Meetings Celebrating GA150
One day conference Saturday 28th June 2008
Devonshire Association Geology Section,
in association with the Ussher Society and the Geologists' Association
At the Boniface Centre, Crediton, Devon. 10.00 to 16.30.

South-west geology: past present and future
Held as part of the celebrations to mark the 150th anniversary of the Geologists' Association
Speakers will include:
Prof Hugh Torrens - Keele University
Dr Roger Jacobi - British Museum
Dr Richard Scrivener - British Geological Survey
Dr Robin Shail - CSM, University of Exeter
Prof Tony Brown - University of Southampton
Tickets £25 to include coffee, buffet lunch and tea
Booking: Please contact Dr Jenny Bennett,
4 Crockernwell Court, Crockernwell, Exeter, EX6 6NA
Tel: 01647 24033 or email: j.a.bennett@exeter.ac.uk.
The Conference is open to anyone who is interested in geoscience in South West England.

Geology Section of the Leicester Literary
& Philosophical Society
GA 150th Anniversary Lecture
November 5th at 7.30 pm
Lecture Theatre 3, Ken Edwards Building
Leicester University campus

'The landscape, environment and climate
of the earliest Humans in northern Europe'
by
Professor Jim Rose of the
Geography Dept, Royal Holloway, University of London
All are welcome of course.
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"Young Earth Creationism", "Creation Science and "Intelligent Design"
A Statement by the Geological Society of London
The Geological Society of London has published a statement on "Young-Earth Creationism", "Creation Science"
and its near relation "Intelligent Design".
The statement, which was approved for publication by
Council on 10 April 2007, sets forth the principal scientific facts concerning the age of the Earth and the evolution of life as "long established beyond doubt". The
statement follows the lead of the UK's Royal Society and
the US National Academy of Sciences, and was prepared
by the Society's External Relations Committee.
Chair of the Committee, Prof. Edward Derbyshire

(Royal Holloway) said: "ERC felt that a statement of this
kind, from the Society's position as the senior national
Earth science society in the world, was needful and timely - even overdue."
Dr Ted Nield, Secretary to the ERC, said: "The issue
here is what constitutes legitimate science and what
doesn't; and it is our job to put that very clearly and
baldly indeed, for the benefit of those who may find
themselves in doubt as a result of young-Earth creationists' bogus claims to scientific legitimacy".

The Statement
This Society upholds the right of freedom of belief for
all. The freedom scientists enjoy to investigate the nature
and history of the Earth is the same freedom that allows
individuals to believe - or not - in a deity.
Science's business is to investigate the constitution of
the universe, and cannot pronounce on any concept that
lies "beyond" nature. This is the meaning of "agnostic",
the word coined by former GSL President Thomas Henry
Huxley, to describe a scientist's position of being "unable
to know". This Society has therefore long operated
according to the view that religion and science only
become incompatible with each other when one attempts
to trespass upon the domain of the other.
The idea that the Earth was divinely created in the geologically recent past ("Young Earth Creationism");
attempts by Young Earth Creationists to gain acceptance
for what they misrepresent in public as corroborative
empirical evidence for this view ("Creation Science"); and
the allied belief that features of the universe and of living
things are better explained as the direct result of action
by an intelligent cause than by natural processes
("Intelligent Design"), represent such a trespass upon the
domain of science.

The Geological Society of London is the oldest national
learned society for the Earth sciences in the world, and
embodies the collective knowledge of nearly 10,000 Earth
scientists worldwide. On their behalf it wishes, during the
United Nations International Year of Planet Earth, to
place on record the following facts as being long established beyond doubt.
a.. Planet Earth, along with the other planets in the Solar
System, was formed approximately 4560 million years
ago.
b.. Life has existed on Earth for thousands of millions of
years. It has evolved into its current form by a combination of genetic variation and natural selection - and is
likely to go on doing so for as long as it continues to exist.
c.. Close study of the structure and organisation of living
animals and plants clearly indicates their common ancestry, and the succession of forms through the fossil record,
as well as the genetic record contained in every living
organism, provides powerful evidence of the reality of
evolution.

Further information
a.. For a statement on this subject by the Royal Society,
the UK national academy of science, go to
http://www.royalsoc.ac.uk/news.asp?year=&id=4298
b.. For a recently updated (2008) version of the US
National Academy of Sciences booklet Science, Evolution
and Creationism, go to: www.nap.edu/sec. This document will tell you what is and is not science, summarises
the scientific evidence for evolution by natural selection,
and highlights repeatedly how leading religious figures
have spoken out in favour of evolution as being consistent with their world-view.
c.. For a statement on Intelligent Design issued by the
International Society for Science and Religion, the main
academic international society dedicated to the relationship
between
science
and
religion,
see
www.issr.org.uk/id-statement.asp.
d.. For an account of evolutionary knowledge, see vertebrate palaeontologist Prof. Kevin Padian's evidence, given
in trial (Kitzmiller v Dover): http://tinyurl.com/2nlgar.
This destroys the bases of young-Earth creationists'
assertions regarding critical gaps in the fossil record.
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e.. For a clear account of evolution given by one of the
world's leading geneticists, showing how it is compatible
with religious belief, see The Language of God by Francis
Collins (Free Press, 2006). Francis Collins is Head of the
Human Genome Project.
f.. Alexander, D. & White, R. S. (2004). Beyond Belief:
Science, Faith and Ethical Challenges, Lion, Oxford,
219pp. Gives an accessible account of science and its
interaction with religious views, including sections on
evolution (with a critique of intelligent design), the age of
the Earth and global environmental issues.
g.. Gould, Stephen J. 1999. Non-overlapping magisteria.
A succinct and entertaining exposition of the lack of con
flict between science and non-literalist religious thought.
Published in: Leonardo's Mountain of Clams and the Diet
of Worms. Jonathan Cape, pp269-283.
h.. Pope Pius XII 1950, Papal Encyclical Humani Generis
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Colonsay July 2007 - a field trip by WGCG aided by the Curry Fund
Colonsay is one of the smaller
islands of the Inner Hebrides lying a
small distance NW of Jura and Islay.
The selection of this island as a
venue rather than one of the more
popular and well-documented neighbours such as Mull, Rum or Skye
afforded the author the chance to
plan a week's field trip with a difference.
For though Colonsay is not at all
well-known, it is replete with a range
of very good geological sites, as was
seen by the author in the summer of
2005. But in considering such a field
trip it was soon realised that we
would need to find leaders who
would be prepared to come without
having any direct and immediate
knowledge of the island's geology or
be in any other way briefed. But this
was not necessarily considered a
disadvantage, rather it would afford
us the opportunity of watching the
response of professionals seeing the
sites for the first time.
The two leaders we invited were
Prof. Richard Lisle of Cardiff Earth
Sciences - an authority on tectonics
- and Dr Grahame Oliver, of St
Andrews - an expert on Scotland's
igneous rocks. For Colonsay has an
abundance both of tectonically folded and fractured rocks and interesting igneous intrusions and dykes.
In addition, Dr John Gordon, Chief
Geomorphologist of Scottish Natural
Heritage was able to give us four
days to assist with the effects on the
island of the Ice Age, for again
Colonsay has a good range of periand post-glacial features - U shaped

Colonsay lies within a cleft of the
Great Glen Fault that divides just
north of the island and runs down
each side, and in this respect it can
be considered as an horst comprising some deep-seated metamorphosed sediments that have been
brought to the surface and suffered
subsequent erosion over the whole
of the Palaeozoic, Mesozoic and
Tertiary eras. As a result the island is
without any land above 150m and in

Folded rocks in Cable Bay

parts the metasediments have
weathered down to give soils of sufficient quality to permit arable farming. Elsewhere the land is rugged
moorland with small areas of ancient
woodland.
Colonsay's metasediments comprise most of the island and are considered as of Dalradian age though
some early references suggest that
these are of Torridonian age. They
are best seen around the island's
shoreline and it was here more than
elsewhere that was the focus of our
attention.
Besides these metasediments, a small inlier of
PreCambrian gneisses is
exposed in Balnahard Bay at
the extreme north considered to be part of the Rhinns
complex on nearby Islay.
With respect to igneous
rocks three distinct and separate igneous intrusions
occur, two of which are well
exposed in the shores of
Kiloran Bay and Scalasaig
harbour. A range of igneous
Graham Oliver highlighting the xenoliths at Lighthouse
dykes too occur on the island
headland
and can be seen along the
valleys, boulder clay and till, roche foreshore in numerous locations.
moutonee, raised beaches, inland
Twelve members of the WGCG
cliffs and caves. We also invited a made their way north for this trip
member of the Glasgow Geol. Soc. and our accommodation was a selfDr Jim Morrison to see whether there catering farmhouse near Scalasaig.
were any sites that needed the We took good advantage of the
attention of UKRIGS.
Pantry nearby for our evening meals

and the island's hotel's bar afforded
late night relaxation.
COLONSAY'S METASEDIMENTS.
Our first encounter with the
island's metasediments was along
the foreshore we termed Lighthouse
Headland near Scalasaig.
The rock here is a black finelycrystallized and crenulated Phyllite.
It has a N-S strike indicating a compression from E to W. The constitution is of a typical micaceous
slate but the crenulation permits
no slaty cleavage. Indeed we
could see in places evidence of
grit particles within the texture of
the phyllite and these had a striking appearance producing elongations within the micro-frabric in
the direction of stress.
Similar black phyllites - much
more finely crenulated - were
seen later in the week when visiting Kiloran Bay where they
occurred with distinct psammitic
bands which produced small but
well-developed boudin structures.
Elsewhere on the island the
metasediments were more pelitic or
psammitic, as was seen on visiting
Cable Bay on the east side of the
island. Here we saw on the second
day fine-grained mylonites which
were heavily contorted and bearing
clearly-seen refraction fracturing
within the S-folds and again these
were in the closing E-W direction.
Then on the east side of the island
near Glassard disharmonic folds
along with parasitic folds were clearly seen in the small cliff-like exposures of the psammitic rocks.
To the south along the shores of
the Strand between Colonsay and
Oransay further evidence of this
folding was seen in a single boulder
resembling a migmatite but here the
rock had undergone a secondary
phase of stress leading to a finegrained and even brittle fracture at
right angles to the first deformation.
In this respect there was seen in this
single boulder the two-fold influence
referred to in the early literature.
However in the Machrins areas to
the west of the island the metasediments are relatively level and undisturbed with well-developed boudins
suggesting that the rocks here were
under horizontal E-W tension.
The final suite of metasediments
we saw were to the east of the
Strand and on Oransay. Here are to
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be seen bleach-white quartzites and
arkosic rocks which have some semblance to the Torridonian arkoses in
the Ullapool area and hence the suggestion regarding the age of the
metasediments on these two
islands.
Thus during the week a great
number of differing tectonic structures were readily examined within
the metasediments and these were
easily photographed, for in almost
all sites the rock faces were clear of
vegetation and mosses.
COLONSAY'S IGNEOUS ROCKS
Our first encounter with Colonsay's
igneous rocks was immediately on
arrival at the island's ferry terminal
at Scalasaig. An attractive mottled
black and white diorite was used in
the construction of the harbour
walls. For the nearby shore was in
fact a quarry site from which the
rock was taken and large unfinished blocks, now covered in seaweed, still litter the beach.
A few days later we saw in Port
Easdail, north of Kiloran Bay, an
exposure of pink syenite jutting
raggedly out of the beach sands.
This could be seen to be a heavily
fractured rock with nearby strands
of dark coloured mafic rocks.
The third - but far less easily
seen exposure and only identified
from the BGS map - was found in
the cliffs behind Balnahard Farm.
This has been termed an Olivine
Monzonite but formerly it was designated as a Kentallenite.
All three intrusions are clearly
identified in the field as igneous and
since they comprise neighbouring
compositions in the IUGS classification, it can be suggested that these
might be variants of one common
magma that have during emplacement become separated by the
extensive
NE-SW
Great
Glen
Faulting that occurred
in these

Lamprophyre Dyke, Kiloran Bay
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parts.
Subsequent analysis by Clark
Friend shows that these
igneous rocks have in fact been
seriously altered by late stage
metasomatism and thin sections do not give good images
of the constituent crystals
under cross-polarised light.
However, a most dramatic
feature associated with the
Kiloran and Scalasaig intrusions is the nearby outcropping
of associated vent breccias,
where large fragments of
bedrock are seen to have been
broken and jostled together to Roche Moutonee on the shores of the Strand, Oransay
give a dense matrix. This brecnent papers written on the interaccia is considered a roof collapse and
tions of the melts with the quartz
the feature is the more easily identicobbles. These most likely were
fied in Kiloran Bay since the sea and
derived from the deep seated basal
quartzites that underlie the phyllites
seen at the surface. We see here
then the relics of a very deep and
violent explosion that occurred at
some distant time in the past which
resulted most likely from a huge gas
build-up and subsequent roof collapse.
COLONSAY'S DYKES.

Explosion Breccia, Kiloran Bay

sand have polished smoothed the
surface of the rocky promontory
which reveals the fragmented structure. In one place the syenite
magma can be seen to have penetrated the assemblage of broken
rock before freezing.
An equally dramatic feature was
found on the other side of the
promontory in Port Easdail. This was
the sight of a large number of rounded boulders of pure quartzite set in
both syenitic and mafic
melts. These boulders seem
to have been in the process
of being digested by the
melts for they all have distinct rims of crystalline
material. Within the syenite
melt there occurs a pink
felspar rim to the white
boulders whereas a rim of
crystalline hornblende surrounds
those
boulders
embedded in the mafic
melt.
This one small area has in
fact been the subject of
much research with emi-

The BGS map of Colonsay marks
a number of dykes and of differing
ages. Our searches found these easily and others that were not marked
on the map. Well-recognised was
the black and highly crystalline lamprophyre dyke in Cable Bay and a little further south we found two welldefined dykes running parallel to
each other across the foreshore -one
dark, the other light in colour with a
mere 300 mm between them.
In contrast was the light-coloured
fine-grained dyke that crossed the
outcrop of phyllites in the middle of
Kiloran Bay. This displayed welldefined chilled margins and shrinkage cracks and it was seen later to
cross the promontory referred to
earlier in the north end of the bay.
Here it was evident that it had been
smoothed by ice - in fact it was a
roche moutonee and in complete
contrast to the neighbouring rougher
rock.
These dykes are typical text book
dykes but we were to see another
version that seems not to have been
referred to in the literature, namely
a dyke that had suffered the same
tectonic movement as the host
bedrock. For crossing the promontory that separates Kiloran bay and
Port Easdail was a dyke that had
several sideways translations due to
a type of sigmoidal shearing. In fact
in several places on Colonsay dykes
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and sills have suffered the same
tectonic moulding as the adjacent
bedrock and thereby take on an
appearance that belies the usually
understood terms "dyke and sill"
and a suitable term that could well
be adopted is "synectic" to describe
these dykes. But it was the
Kilchattan dyke that provided the
members of the W.G.C.G. with their
most memorable discovery. This
dyke became famous in 1792 when
Thomas Pennant on his journeys
around the Hebrides met the local
inhabitants of Colonsay. They took
him up the hillside near Kilchattan
to see this dyke. The rock contains
enormous mica and augite crystals
set in a fine matrix along with large
fragments of mica schist.
For, unlike conventional igneous
dykes, this rock is a collection of differing constituents best described
by one person recently as a "ragbag", with constituents which have
not be allowed to become digested
into a silicate melt. The rock in this
dyke is variously named a Biotite

Disharmonic folds, Glassard

Lamprophyre,
an
Analcime
Monchiquite with an older and more
euphonious name - an Ouachitite
and its importance is such that it is
considered worthy of being a
Scottish GCR site. It bears additional fame in that a sample of this rock
was used by Arthur Holmes in his
pioneering work on the radioactive
dating of rocks and one can therefore attribute to Colonsay a part in
the final discrediting of Bishop
Usher and adding to the difficulties
of the modern Creationists' ideas
with their biblical age of the Earth.

Surprisingly
there are few
dykes
on
Colonsay which
can be linked
directly to the
Tertiary volcanic
activity of the
nearby islands.
Most are of an
unknown
age.
Nevertheless the
dykes
of
Colonsay
and
Oransay do represent a key feature of interest to
geologists
in
understanding
Handing over the WGCG box to Mrs MacNeill (Colonsay and Oransay
the way that the
Heritage Trust) and Louise Gregory of Scottish Natural Heritage
island
has
evolved throughout its entire histo- residue, for the beaches are not of
silica sand but of shell-sand which,
ry.
on drying, is blown inshore accumulating as dunes locally know as
THE ICE AGE
Machair. Indeed most of Oransay is
As indicated Colonsay is replete Machair and as such with its grasswith evidence of the Ice Age. A es, wild flowers and nesting birds large U-shaped valley cuts down in particular the Corncrake - is conthe length of the island along the sidered of such importance as to be
line of the small lochans between designated as a European Special
Kiloran and Kilchattan and fol- Area of Conservation.
Our visit to Colonsay saw these
lows the line of the Great Glen
features
and more with characterisfault.
Large roche moutonee are tically good weather on most days
common on Colonsay both on the and one wind driven rain and blusshore and outcropping inland and tery day.
We however were not content
these show striation marks indimerely
to enjoy this adventure and
cating the SW direction of ice
movements. Glacial till filled with watch the two professionals reacboulders and clitter can be seen tions to the high quality sites and to
in outcrops. One large glacial learn so much from them. With a
erratic - a red granite - was seen grant from the GA's CURRY FUND
on the beach at Kiloran Bay but and from the Scottish Natural
others are known to exist on the Heritage we set about creating a
portable rock display that could be
island.
Post glacial features too can be used by the islanders to promote
seen. With the removal of the ice the island's tourism. This box was
sheet, the land recovered albeit handed over to the Trustees of the
somewhat slowly and only the Colonsay and Oransay Heritage
higher parts of the island were Trust and later photos and artwork
initially above sea level. This were posted off to be added to the
meant that much of present day display. In 2009 we intend returning
Colonsay was subjected to sea to Colonsay to make further studies
erosion and large swathes became and to set about creating some Trail
beach levels. Near Machrins these Guides intended to explain to visibeaches were strewn with large tors the wonderful heritage that lies
cobbles and with the land rising within the rocks of this beautiful
they are now beaches well inland. island. Such a visit will be open to
Sadly they have been damaged by all who wish to join us.
local extraction and no plans are in
place to arrest this.

Maurice Rogers

COLONSAY'S
MACHAIR

AND

ORANSAY'S

The abundant mollusc life in the
waters surrounding Colonsay and
Oransay have left an interesting
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Rockwatch News
The winter time events are when Rockwatch essentially puts on its public face, draws in families and introduces
them to some of the delights of geology and the world
around them. Of course, the events are for our members
and their families, perhaps first and foremost, but it's
always good to show the outside world just what a fascinating and interesting place Planet Earth is, has been,
and, maybe, will continue to be; as long as we learn to
manage our use of resources and minimize our overall
stresses on the planet.
Many of the Family Days that we run in museums
around the country have become annual fixtures, such
has been their initial popularity; and so it was again this
year at the Sedgwick Museum in Cambridge in February.
We ran a range of activities for all the family to enjoy and
the university Time Team were also there, along with
museum staff, to provide many other geo-activities. The
Earthtalks this year focussed on Charles Darwin, the geologist, in anticipation of his Bicentenary celebrations in
2009. There were two excellent talks by Sally Gibson and
Lyall Anderson on "Following Charles Darwin's geological
footsteps in the Galapagos" and "Silver and Gold: Darwin
and the mines of Chile". Rockwatchers were once again,
brilliant at asking and answering questions!

Rockwatch at the Sedgwick Museum

the Dorset group had an excellent day with Rockwatch
exploring the Fleet at Herbury and Moonfleet, where, in
spite of being slightly hampered by tides, they found lots
of fossils including brachiopods, bivalves, bryozoa and

Our annual visit to the Bristol City Museum & Art
Gallery, during the February half-term, was also highly
successful and attracted a huge number of families, often
spanning the generations. We ran a range of activities for
visitors and gave away lots of fossils to very excited
youngsters - the start of many a collection, perhaps.
Student helpers from the university (next door) were
queueing up to run the racing trilobite activity. I rather
think they enjoyed it as much as, if not more than, any of
the visitors! There were a number of local GA Groups with
displays as well as the wonderful Westbury Pliosaur II,
found in 1994 by Simon Carpenter. In fact, the first time
that this whole fossil reptile had been on view to the public at the Museum, was at the Rockwatch Family Day in
February 2006.
The first Rockwatch field trip of the year, much earlier
than usual, was at the end of the February half-term and
was run and organised by the DGAG under the capable
leadership of Alan Holiday. We are delighted that Alan and

Rockwatchers at Bristol

oysters. Later in the day, at Tidmoor Point, in the Oxford
Clay, lots of belemnites, small ammonites and the gorgeous pentacrinoid ossicles were collected. Does anyone
know the purpose of the exquisite ornamentation on their
internal surfaces? The final site was to look at the
Osmington Oolite at Camp Road where evidence of trace
fossils, cross bedding and ripple marks were seen. In
spite of the lack of sun and evident chill in the "breeze",
everyone went home with some wonderful fossils.

At the Natural History Museum
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We had an extremely busy week for Science Week in
March with BGS at Keyworth. Almost 1000 children from
local schools had a chance to talk to real geologists and
find out what they do. On the Saturday, we had our annual Family Day, this year with extended hours, such has
been its popularity in previous years. The crowds were
waiting for the doors to open and we really were kept very
busy all day. It was good to meet up with many
Rockwatch members and to find quite a lot of youngster
keen to join us!
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Rockwatch at BGS

Our "behind the scenes" visits to the Palaeontology
Department at the NHM was a great success, marred
only by the difficulties of the Easter holidays this year,
so that a number of children were still in school and
unable to come. That notwithstanding, the trips were
fully booked and we had waiting lists, so we hope to
run them again later in the year. It is such a treat for
the children to meet scientists working in the museum
and I can attest to how big an influence they have. We
visited the laboratory and saw how fossils are prepared
for display which was fascinating. Later, seeing some
of the huge sauropod and fierce therapod fossils
thrilled the children and their identification skills were
impressive. Fossil plants proved to be an interesting
section, especially when one or two of the children
were able to identify coprolites and begin to work out
dinosaur diets from these! We saw some superb
ammonites hidden, some far bigger than any the children had seen before. We also learnt how the specimens, particularly the pyritised ones, are slowly being
conserved to prevent future deterioration. There's still
much of work to be done, which did not escape the children's notice!
So, a very good start to the year for Rockwatch. We
have a lot more exciting trips organised for the next
few months and I am delighted that we have former
Rockwatch members, who are either students or graduates, expressing an interest in helping on some of our
future field trips. We look forward to welcoming them
back.

Susan Brown
Chairman

Rockwatch visit to Steve Etches’s world famous collection of Kimmeridge
fossils in their temporary exhibition. See Curry Fund report on page 3 for
later developments

Letter to the Editor

I enjoyed Susan Brown's book review about 'Exploring the Landscape of Charnwood Forest
and Mountsorrel' and agree that the story of Roger Mason is inspiring.
But the salutary lesson is that even he admits that Tina Negus found the fossil before he did!
One can speculate elsewhere on the reasons that she wasn't believed. (She was at the
Charnia 50th anniversary meeting March 2007).
Regards
Dee Edwards
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Earthlearningidea - update -Chris King, Peter Kennett,Elizabeth Devon,Keele University
‘I know it‘s Monday when a new Earthleaningidea
appears‘ - quote from a supporter in India
Earthlearningidea was set up for the International Year
of Planet Earth with the intention of reaching as many
children throughout the world as possible, particularly
those who suffer from lack of resources and from lack of
thought-provoking teaching. Our aim is to foster a better
knowledge of our natural world and how it works, encouraging the joy of knowledge about the Earth in those who
may not otherwise have the opportunity to receive it.
How can this be done? We have developed a website for
the use of teacher trainers and teachers of Earth science/geography across the globe — www.earthlearningidea.com. This provides educational resources
that will promote interactive teaching and the development of investigational and thinking skills, whilst provoking educational debate. All the activities assume minimal
equipment and resources. Further details of our objectives may be found on: http://earthlearningidea.pbwiki.com/About%20Us
Earth-related activities are published every Monday
evening in both English and Spanish. Gradually, they are
also being translated into Norwegian. Some activities
have video demonstrations and, where the activity has
resulted in comments from teachers, these have been
published as ‘extension‘ ideas. Our first sample activity
was published last June followed by four more in 2007.
Since the beginning of 2008, we have been publishing an
activity every Monday and will continue to do so until the
end of December this year. So far we have published 21
activities ranging from: ‘The Himalayas in 30 seconds‘, ‘A
tsunami through the window‘, ‘Why does soil get washed
away?‘ to ‘How to weigh a dinosaur‘. All our activities are

free to download from our website.
As we have minimal funding for this project, we are
using free internet software, blogger, wiki and, more
recently, squidoo. The blog, http://earthlearningidea
.blogspot.com, by April 21st, had recorded 4302 visits
and had reached 93 countries. The darker the shading on
the map, the more visits to the site.
We should like to increase the numbers of people using
our activities in all countries, especially those shown in
pale shadinggreen on the map. We are now over a third
of the way through the year and we want teachers to
know the value of Earthlearningideas whilst weekly activities are still being posted. Please help us by sending us
contact details of any teacher trainer establishments that
you know and details of any schools in which you think
our activities would be useful. Our email adress is
info@earthlearningidea.com. In this way we can spread
Earthlearningideas across the globe.

From the Librarian
Security is becoming a greater problem these days so
that the need to tighten up on procedures is affecting
us all. University College has advised us that this
applies to Members who wish to apply for a library card
or even to renew their card. Everyone now needs to
prove that the photo they supply really is them and
that the address given is real.
So what is now needed, as well as a photo to go on
your library card, is as follows:
1) a copy of the relevant page from your passport or
copy of your driving licence and 2) proof of residence
which can be a bank statement, utility bill or council
tax bill. Needless to say, any copies you send will be
returned to you. This is in accordance with procedures
at other major libraries: application for a reader’s ticket at the Natural History Museum or the British Library
bring examples where this is a requirement. Sadly,
misuse of library facilities at UCL has obviously led to
the need to tighten up the regulations.
UCL are also concerned to keep their record of
Association membership up-to-date. We, of course,
have supplied them with our published list but this
becomes out-of-date virtually immediately it is pro-
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duced. For all societies whose members use UC the
library is putting up a check list which can be up-dated
electronically with information supplied by each society. This will contain minimal information only ie: title,
given name, family name and society. It is only on
registration as a library user that more information
would be required. This system has been tried with
records from one of the other societies and has not
revealed any problems.
Do get in touch though if you feel you have any concerns.
Finally, you may have experienced a sense of déjà vu
on reading the previous library notes. A computer
glitch resurrected an old column and sent it through
the ether to appear again. Apologies.

Elaine Bimpson
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A mine of information
A new museum -'Hard Rock'- will open at the end of
July at Geevor Tin Mine. The museum will tell the story
of Geevor and mining in Cornwall. Housed within a former mine building the stories will be told through
objects, photos, graphic panels and a series of interactives. A comprehensive restoration programme for the
many other buildings on the site has taken place.
The problem that all museums have is that more material - particularly images and information in text form than can be displayed. We are setting up two computer
terminals hosting a searchable database of mining and
Geevor related information. Subjects will include geology, mineralogy, metallurgy, mining and processing techniques social history as they relate to Cornish mining.

We envisage this database as a living and growing
body of information: we invite contributions to add to
this database. If you are interested in submitting an article, an item of research or a photograph, please contact
Bill Lakin on pch@geevor.com

COMING SOON: HARD ROCK MUSEUM AT
GEEVOR TIN MINE IS DUE TO OPEN THIS
SUMMER

ADVERTISEMENTS

Calling All Herefordshire and
Worcestershire Geologists
The Herefordshire and Worcestershire Earth
Heritage Trust is seeking to find out about all
Geologists, amateur as well as professional, who
live or work within the two Counties, as well as
those who may have a strong association with
geology and/or geomorphology.
The search for people who have geological knowledge and skills is just one aspect of an exciting
major initiative, funded by DEFRA’s Aggregates
Levy Sustainability Fund, and administered
through Natural England, to make a detailed audit
of the wonderful geodiversity of Herefordshire and
Worcestershire.
If you are a Geologist or geodiversity enthusiast,
living or working within the two Counties, you are
invited to make yourself known to Herefordshire
and Worcestershire Earth Heritage Trust. We will
be very pleased to hear from you.
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GA Email Addresses

The GA is updating its email addresses of members and we are
also loooking to send out a questionnaire to the Membership
about the GA. We are interested to know whether you would
complete this questionnaire on-line through our web site or
through a page in the GA Magazine.
Please email your comments to:
geol.assoc@btintrnet.com

GA 150 Grand Gala Dinner
The GA Gala 150th Anniversary Dinner is to be held on
Friday 31st october
at The Cafe Royal
Lower Regent Street London W1
Our guest speaker will be
Dr Iain Stewart
Lecturer in Geodynamics, School of Eath, Ocean & Environmental
Scieces at Portsmouth University and BBC presenter of a Journeys
From The Centre Of The Earth, a series of programmes charting how
geology has shaped the histiory of the Mediterranrean
Please register your interest with Sarah Stafford 020 7934 9298 or
email geol.assoc@btinternet.com

Note: Local Groups who want
financial assistance from the
Cury Fund to attend the
Festival of Geology at UCL in
November, should get their
applications in as soon as
possible.
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Iguassu or Iguazú Falls

The Iguassu Falls with fallen basalt blocks in the stream

The Iguazú Falls - or Great Waters in guaraní, the local
Indian dialect - lies on the triple frontier of Brazil,
Paraguay and Argentina. The Falls are made up of 275
waterfalls arrayed in a 4 km-wide horseshoe shape
across the Iguazú River which flows down from the
Serra do Mar Mountain in Paraná, Brazil. The Devil's
Gorge is possibly the most spectacular fall; nearly eighty
metres high and located on the principal river course.
On average, 5000 cubic metres of water falls per second
over a drop of 90 metres making the Iguazú Falls nearly four times the size of Niagara and comparable only to

The Falls show up the different lava flows

Victoria Falls in Zimbabwe.
One hundred million years ago, eruptions of basaltic
lava formed spillways several kilometers high in layers
several meters thick. The Iguassu Falls are formed by
three of these spillways mostly covered by water; a
larger one, between 141 and 180 meters high, a small-

er one, between 116 and 141 meters high, and an even
smaller one, less than 116 meters high. The Falls are
formed in three steps by these spillways; one smaller
fall and two higher ones. Horizontal and vertical movement of the continental plates created vertical faults in
the basalt rock. A system of these faults runs through
the Iguassu region. The principal channel of the Iguassu
River runs through one of the faults where erosion has
been more intense. Several other transversal faults form
a series of falls on the Argentinean side. The erosion
continues along the principal channel, but the very
resistance of the basalt rock makes
the changes almost imperceptible.
Basalt is a volcanic rock formed by
the melting of pre-existent material
deep in the lithosphere (magma).
When reaching the surface, it spreads
and becomes lava. Composed almost
entirely of dark, fine-grained silicate
minerals, chiefly plagioclase feldspar
and pyroxene, and magnetite, basalt
is usually dark-gray in colour, and
often has a vesicular texture, preserving vestiges of bubbles produced by
expanding steam as lava cools and
solidifies. While drilling in Brazil,
Petrobras, the Brazilian Petroleum
Company, has found basalt layers of
more than 1,500 metres (5,000 feet).
In the Iguassu Falls region there is
approximately 1,000 metres (3,250
feet) of basalt. According to geologists
from the Itaipu Dam, the Iguassu
region has between 8 to 10 layers of
basalt.
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